No matter her tress type, there’s a smoothing product to
fulfill your client’s mane desires. —Alyson osterman-kerr

Curls,
Curls,
Curls
She wants to rock
ringlets? Not a
problem! This array
of fuzz-busters
ensures curls stay
intact sans any
signs of frizz.

Cream provides
poof patrol, bounce
and lasting hold.
UNITE “Boing” Curling
Cream, unitehair.com

Abyssinian,
camellia and grapeseed oils soften and
defrizz ringlets.
ColorProof Evolved
Color Care TruCurl
Anti-Frizz Oil,
colorproof.com



Beauty

Frizz Factor

Hair

Curls are kept
sleek thanks
to conditioning
Amazon oil.
Aware Products
Amazon Coils Curl
Enhancing Shampoo
and Conditioner,
club-aware.com

Eco-certified bamboo and
smoothing kendi oil allow for
healthy, frizz-free curls.
Alterna Bamboo Smooth Curls
Anti-Frizz Curl-Defining Cream,
alternahaircare.com
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Cocoa butter,
babassu seed oil
and glycoproteins
unwind wild
tendrils.
Surface Curls
Smoothing Cream,
surfacehair.com

Keratin-enriched
tonic forms silky
locks that last day
in and day out.
All-Nutrient Name This
Stuff, all-nutrient.com

Heat-activated cream imparts
keratin and amino acids for frizz
defense and softening benefits.
Keratherapy Daily Smoothing Cream,
keratherapy.com



Beauty/Hair

Mask calms recalcitrant
tresses via a tried-and-true
argan oil blend.
Moroccanoil Smoothing
Mask, moroccanoil.com

The Thick
of It

For hair that’s coarse or
thick, these frizz-busters
serve to maintain a
pristinely slick mane.

Exclusive
KeraReflect blend
with Abyssinian oil
and thermal protector
adds shine and shields
from humidity.
Paul Mitchell Awapuhi
Wild Ginger MirrorSmooth
High Gloss Primer,
paulmitchell.com

Coarse hair is smoothed in a snap, and is kept kinkfree all day courtesy of a humidity-resistant formula.
ProRituals Smooth Straightening Balm, prorituals.com
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Lightweight Transform Technologies,
along with almond, argan and jojoba
oils, work to improve hair’s texture.
Wella Professionals LuxeOil Keratin Restore
Mask, wellausa.com

Lotion disciplines
frizz and grants
lasting control.
Redken Frizz Dismiss
Rebel Tame, redken.com
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Paraben-free duo utilizes argan oil
to tame unruly manes.
Bain de Terre Argan Oil Sleek & Smooth
Shampoo and Conditioner, baindeterre.com

Coconut oil-loaded formula
subdues out-of-control coifs.
Smooth Sexy Hair Smooth Encounter,
sexyhair.com

The argan oilinfused wonder is now
available in a smaller
size suited for travel—
perfect for combatting
frizz while on the go.
Tibolli Desired Hair Oil,
tibolli.com

Beauty/Hair

Fine-Tuned
For hair that’s on the finer side,
you may suggest any one (or
more!) of these lightweight
sleekeners.

Cream delivers a
satin finish without
weighing hair down.
Matrix Style Link Smooth
Setter Smoothing Cream,
mymatrixfamily.com

A wealth of oils
combine with shea
butter to smooth and
seal the cuticle.
Eufora Smooth’n Frizz
Control Shampoo and
Conditioner, eufora.net
No thermal styling needed
to tame frizzies—simply apply
cream to unruly hair and brush
through for a polished finish.
Color Wow One-Minute
Transformation Styling Cream,
colorwowhair.com

hair for touchable,
polished blowouts.
Indie Hair Polish #mixitsoft,
myindiehair.com

Lightweight prestyling oil primes
strands for a smooth
canvas.
Kenra Smooth Anti-Frizz
Styling Primer, kenra.com
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The Straight
Scoop!
Smooth strands look
shinier than curly
hair due to their ability
to reflect light.

 Serum nixes

frizz while providing
heat protection.
Keune Design Defrizz
Serum, keune.com

Elixir adds smoothness and staves off the effects of humidity.
Enjoy Shine and Smooth, enjoyhaircare.com
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Apply to damp

Beauty/Hair

Treatment locks in
color and minimizes
fuzz for up to 30 days.
Rejuvenol Extreme
Blowout, rejuvenol.com

Protein-packed formula
imparts intense sheen
and may reduce up to
95 percent of frizz.
Inoar Professional BotoHAIR
Collagen Smoothing System,
inoarprofessional.com

Smoothing system infuses keratin deep
into the cuticle, eliminating up to 95 percent
of frizz with results that last for months.
Keratin Complex Smoothing Therapy Advanced
Glycolic Smoothing Treatment, keratincomplex.com

Leave It to the
Professionals
These in-salon treatments
offer a demipermanent solution for
her frizzy-haired woes.
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Free of
formaldehyde and
methylene glycol, the
treatment bestows
smooth, shiny hair
for 3 to 4 months.
Überliss Keratin
Treatment, uberliss.com

Solution decreases
frizz and ramps up luster
for months on end, and
may be applied to clients’
hair in under 90 minutes.
Trissola True Keratin
Solution, trissola.com

